• The input image is a color image rather than a gray scale image.
• Both the eyes are visible, i.e. the face is not tilted towards the right or the left more than 45 degrees.
• The eyes are not too close to the borders of the image.
The remainder of this paper is organized 
Skin color segmentation
Skin color is a useful and robust cue for face detection, recognition and tracking. It has been proved that using the skin-color information in the pre-process can reduce the difficulties of problems. But due to the effects of different human races, ambient lights and confusing backgrounds, detecting skin-color accurately is not an easy task.
Skin color model
In this stage, we adopt the pixel-based skin detection strategy, which classifies each pixel as Upon detecting skin pixels, skin blobs are clustered to regions using the spatial coherence information followed by a simple morphological hole-filling technique. A lower limit on the spatial size of such detected candidates is also assigned, in order to remove small objects which are unlikely to be faces.
Experiment of skin color detection
Our skin detection model was trained using a total number of 2776 color images, The training set of 2776 images are acquired from image database, video, web, as well as albums taken using digital cameras indoor and outdoor scenes . circumstance of illumination is composed of daylight, afterglow, lamplight etc, ranging from underexposure to overexposure.every one of which were manually segmented into skin and non-skin regions.
Furthermore, we collect tremendous number of quasi-skin images to enhance classification profermance(see Fig.2 show that the proposed model has a better performance compared to other methods, extraordinarly in YCbCr space. Fig.6 shows Examples of segmented image. 
The threshold for SSC can be adjusted according to applications. In our experiments, if it is set to 0.65~0.85, then most face images in the video and image can be captured. The higher the threshold is set, the less frontal faces will be captured and the more symmetric frontal faces are extracted.
Finally, filtered through the above rules, face candidates reduce largely. Therefore,we can find latent face region easily
Eye verification
The facial components, such as eyes, nose, mouth, and ear; are the prominent features of a face, among which eye is considered salient and relatively stable feature for helping identify human face.When we detect face, it is advantageous to utilize occurrence of eyes as face verification tool [12, 13] . In practice , as an important visual cue and crucial step for face image processing, it has been applied widely in many applications. As distinct facial organ, eye has own structure and shape. Moreover, compared to other parts such as mouth and nose,eye and even eye-pair itself, provide several stable feature cues concerning color, texture.All of cues are helpful to extract eye area grossly
Eye region extraction
Detecting a eye-pair area roughly based on color relays on the fact that high Cb and low Cr values are present around the eyes as method in ref.
[14], we can produce the eye map from the chroma. It is calculated as follow : 
Eye localization
In this stage, we utilize template matching to locate eyes. Instead of producing eye template from a lots of eyes images, we apply flipped left eye subimage to match right eye subimage, and vice versa. For locating eyes fastly, we perform entropy filtering on extracted subimage firstly. Table 2 . 
Conclusion
This research aimed to present a significant contribution to the face detection task. In 
